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METAL HOOP 180x130mm – User Instructions

Included with your Metal Hoop 180x130mm is a template and four 
magnets.

The hoop has a flocked surface to prevent the fabric from sliding. There 
are raised markings on the hoop indicating the center of the embroidery 
area. When positioning the fabric in the hoop, you can easily feel the 
raised markings (ill. A) through the fabric with your finger tips.

The template has both inch and cm measurements. There are also slits in 
the template through which you can make markings on the hoop with a 
water soluble marking pen (ill. B). Use the lines as a guide when lining 
up your project/fabric to be embroidered.

MAgnETs
The magnets are used to fix fabric to the hoop or to keep excess fabric 
away from the embroidery area. Place the magnets evenly spaced on the 
hoop for best embroidery result. 

Note: There is an extra set of four magnets avialable as an optional 
accessory, (#620132696, INSPIRA™ Magnet Set 4 pcs). They can be 
used to fix the fabric more securely to the hoop when not using adhesive 
stabilizer.

To remove the magnets from the hoop, pinch around the magnet and lift 
it upwards. You can also turn the magnet towards the edge of the hoop. 
Lift it off when a part of the magnet is outside the hoop.

When you are not using the magnets we recommend that you store 
them on top of each other as illustrated to the right (ill. C). If you leave 
the magnets on the hoop when they are not used, they can damage the 
flocked surface of the hoop.

Some fabrics are more difficult to hoop than others or should not be hooped at all, since hooping can damage 
the fabric. Thick and coarse fabrics can be difficult to hoop but also thin and glossy fabrics. Hooping ready-to-
wear garments is difficult or impossible due to seams, narrow areas or buttons/rivets. When using the Metal Hoop 
180x130mm hooping won't be a problem!

When you want to embroider on quilts or other projects where you do not want residuals from stabilizer on the back 
side, the Metal Hoop 180x130mm is perfect! Embroider without stabilizer. 

Embroidering several designs after each other or doing endless embroideries is easy, just remove the magnets and 
move the fabric. Ready to embroider the next design in no time! 
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diffErEnT wAys TO UsE THE HOOP
Hard-to-Hoop fabrics and finished garments
Thin stretch fabrics, velvet, suede, leather and coarse 
fabrics is hard to hoop and the fabric can be damaged 
by the hooping. For those fabrics, use the hoop with 
adhesive stabilizer. This is also the perfect solution 
when  embroidering on garments as jackets, jeans, 
waistbands, pockets, collars or sleeves.

We recommend using InsPIrA™ “Light & Tacky Tear-
A-Way™” stabilizer (#620115396). This stabilizer has 
a good adhesive and is easy to remove from the hoop 
without leaving any residual.

Place the Metal Hoop 180x130mm up-side-down on a 
flat surface and fasten the stabilizer as illustrated (ill. 
D). Cut off the stabilizer to a suitable size.

Turn the hoop right side up. still on a flat surface, 
position the fabric/garment on the sticky surface and 
press with your fingers to fasten the fabric to the 
stabilizier (ill E).

If you have a lot of fabric or if embroidering on a 
finished garment, use the magnets to keep the excess 
fabric away from the embroidery area (see ill. F, G and 
H). 

Embroider on Quilts or sturdy fabrics
When you cannot use water-soluble stabilizer and/
or you do not want residual from stabilizer on the 
backside (e.g. on a quilt or sturdy fabrics), you can 
embroider without any stabilizer. Fix the fabric to the 
hoop with the magnets. 

When embroidering without stabilizer, we recommend 
using an extra set of magnets (#620132696).

Place the magnets as illustrated (ill. I) for best results.
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Ill. F – SleeveF

Ill. G – PocketG

Ill. H – CollarH
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Lace and free-standing Embroideries
If embroidering on light or shear fabric, or if you 
want to make free-standing embroideries or lace, 
use a water soluble stabilizer. Place the stabilizer on 
the hoop (we recommend InsPIrA™ Aqua Magic™, 
#620114396), place the fabric on top of the stabilizer 
and fix it to the hoop with the magnets. For lace and 
free-standing embroideries, embroider directly on the 
stabilizer.

When embroidering with thicker thread or when 
stitching a  design that has a lot of stitches (as in lace 
embroidery) use double layers of stabilizer. Baste 
around the design to prevent the layers of fabrics/
stabilizers from sliding (ill. J). 

Use the optional set of magnets for extra security 
(#620132696).

standard Embroidery
The Metal Hoop 180x130mm is also suitable 
for embroidery with tear-away stabilizer. We 
recommend using InsPIrA™ Tear-A-Way™ stabilizer 
(#620112296).

Place the stabilizer on the hoop and place the fabric 
on top. Use the magnets to fix the fabric to the hoop 
(ill. K). The more stitches/the larger design, the more 
magnets should be used. For denser designs we also 
recommend to baste the fabric to the stabilizer.

Endless Embroidery
Endless embroideries are done easily with the Metal 
Hoop 180x130mm. Use water soluble or tear-a-way 
stabilizer, follow recommendations above on how to 
hoop when using these stabilizers.

Embroider the first endless design, then remove the 
magnets (ill L). Move the fabric until the needle is 
in the left positioning stitch (ill M). If your machine 
features Design Positioning, that can be used instead. 
Fix the fabric with a magnet on the left side of the 
hoop (ill n). step through the design to move the 
needle to the right positioning stitch. If neccessary 
adjust the fabric. Fix the fabric to the hoop with the 
remaining magnets (ill O). Continue embroidering.

Note: To replace an empty bobbin, raise the presser 
foot and carefully remove the hoop from the 
embroidery unit. Change the bobbin and re-attach  
the hoop.
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